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SheCanHeCan: SheTravel is a woman-only network for modern travel. Can you
tell us about the mission of your organisation and its main objectives?
 

SheTravel was created to support and aid safe travel for all women, no matter their
age, destination or means of travelling. Our objectives are to deliver information,
Safety Guides and Country Risk profiles that look into specific risks for female
travellers and give advice on how to stay safe when travelling. SheTravel has
created a platform where also sensitive topics can be addressed in our Safety
Guides, such as sexual assault and harassment, which are still some of the key risks
for female travellers. SheTravel brings together women with variety and vast
experience from deployments to all corners of the world, and also to challenging
environments, and creates a space where top safety tips can be shared between the
community.
 
What was your main reason or inspiration for creating SheTravel?
 
The idea to set up SheTravel was inspired by observations made about our
industry, travel risks and fantastic and inspiring women around me. We ran a series
of lone female traveller workshops with NGS in 2018 and I realised how much
knowledge was shared between the women in the room, learning from each other's
good and bad experiences and top tips. 



I also had quite a turbulent year in 2017 when I was unfortunately involved in
couple of security incidents and sometimes wished I would have had more
knowledge beforehand that may have helped me in challenging situations. The idea
of SheTravel was born out of the two combined. I felt there was a need for
confidential space to share the knowledge and to learn from each other because
sometimes simple knowledge or a piece of information may help to mitigate risks. I
wanted to bring everything under one roof in a hope that we can make a change as a
community and make travel safer.
 
Globally, what are the biggest safety threats female travellers face? How does
SheTravel help prevent such threats?
 
Unfortunately, there are still key risks that stand out for female travellers: sexual
harassment, sexual assault, drink spiking, getting your items stolen. However risks
for female travellers vary and depend on the destination country, nature of the
travel and risk awareness/appropriate training taken prior to travel. Broader
security risks to female travellers are sexual discrimination,  verbal and physical
harassment, local crimes and scams, limited access to women's health facilities and
medication, sexual violence and rape, human trafficking, kidnap (this list is not
exhaustive). It also depends on the travel destination. Some parts of the world have
become less dangerous and some have developed new risks. With a growth of
travelling populations, there is also opportunistic crime and those targeting the
vulnerable – travellers are generally perceived to have less knowledge about the
areas than the locals, they may not understand the language, the traditions, the
customs. Because many destinations have also become accessible for travellers,
women travelling on their own may invite unwanted attention -  in some
countries/societies, it is still not a norm for a woman to travel on their own.
 
 
 
 

"SheTravel was created to support and aid safe travel for all
women, no matter their age, destination or means of travelling."



Can you tell us more about the events and workshops that female travellers can
attend? Does SheTravel also provide specific information to female travellers
who might face additional risks such as LGBTQ+ or minorities?
 
SheTravel has partnered with various experts in the field and acts as a gateway to
bespoke training and workshops to enhance traveller’s skills and expertise. At NGS,
we run Female Traveller Safety Workshops, 1 day training days which focus on
travel safety, personal security, female risk profiling and practical mitigation. Our
partners run Hostile Environment Awareness Training, Conflict Management at
Workplace, Gap Year Safety Course, Bystander Intervention Training, Mental
Health and Wellbeing Coaching and many more workshops. SheTravel platform has
travel safety top tips in Country Library that give specific travel tips for LGBTQ+
travellers.
 
Can you tell us what is in the pipeline for the future of SheTravel?
 
We are planning an exciting event in collaboration with Lonely Planet and Girls on
Travel to celebrate International Women’s Day, female travellers and safe travel.
The event will be held on the 4th March in London, more details will be revealed
soon. In terms of future plans, we are planning to expand and welcome more
members. We have just introduced a new feature City in Focus - our expert
Members giving top travel safety tips about major cities worldwide.  We are also
collaborating with fantastic initiatives, expanding on our Safety Guides and
collaborative initiatives.
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